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def jam recordings (@defjam) | twitter - the latest tweets from def jam recordings (@defjam). undisputed
since 1984. new york def jam recordings/rush prod'ns. - notc archive - def jam recordings/rush prod'ns.
298 elizabeth st. new york, n.y. 10012 (212)420-8666 the record company def jam recordings* a 50/50
partnership of russell simmons and r1ck rubin* was a splnoff from the production company rush productions.
their new offices at 298 elizabeth st., new york, n.y. 1s literally the fhouse that rap built1. recommended for
full-text publication file name: 16a0286p ... - recording d/b/a def jam recordings (“def jam”) is hall’s
record label and william morris endeavor entertainment (“wme”) his booking agent. in september 2012,
kibler’s attorney sent visionary music group and wme an email ordering them to stop using the name “logic”
and to recall any product or advertisement that did. case no. ely, an individual, and on behalf of all class
... - broadway, new york city, new york offices, where island records, def jam recordings, republic records,
decca label group, spinefarm recordsgeffen , records, and other of umg’s labels are headquartered. also known
as universal music group, umg is an american globalmusic corporation that is a subsidiary def jam box set
sweepstakes - universal music group - def jam box set sweepstakes official rules no purchase or payment
necessary to enter or win. a purchase will not improve one’ s chances of winning. 1. sponsor: def jam
recordings, a division of umg recordings, 1755 broadway, new york, ny 10019, is solely responsible for all
aspects of this sweepstakes (“sweepstakes”). 2. t la rock and community options - american old-school
emcee best known for his collaboration with def jam recordings co-founder rick rubin and the 1984 single "it's
yours." he disappeared from the hip hop scene after a traumatic brain injury in 1994, but as of 2008, he was
back on stage. final nominations list - grammy - [def jam recordings] best urban contemporary album
category 20 for albums containing at least 51% playing time of newly recorded contemporary vocal tracks
derivative of r&b. 1il out jhené aiko [def jam recordings] 2. jay-z - famous people lessons - ( 1) jay-z is a rap
artist and former ceo of the record label def jam recordings. he co-owns the american basketball team ( )
name, "jay-z". he appeared on several hip-hop artists’ records in the late 1980s. other rappers recognized his
ability to ( ) jay-z turned into one of rap’s biggest stars over the next decade. he invested a lot of final
nominations list - grammy - final nominations list 59th annual grammy® awards for recordings released
during the eligibility year october 1, 2015 through september 30, 2016 note: more or less than 5 nominations
in a category is the result of ties. general field record of the year award to the artist and to the producer(s),
recording engineer(s) in the united states district court for the middle ... - 16. defendant def jam
recordings, a division of umg recordings, inc. (“def jam”) is a delaware corporation. through its parent,
subsidiary, and/or divisions, def jam has released the album purpose, which contains the infringing
composition and sound recording “sorry. jam is the copyright owner of the infringing sound ” def recording of
... lyor cohen bio - alumni.miami - lyor%cohen,%global%headof%music%at%youtube% lyor% cohen% is
an% american% music industry executive,% currentlyserving%asglobal%head%of%musicat%youtube%and%
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